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                Origin Mattress takes on the Australian Market
            

        

        
            Origin Mattress is a brand that is dedicated to providing high-quality and comfortable sleep solutions. With a focus on innovation and sustainability, Origin Mattress is dedicated to making a positive impact on people’s sleep and overall well-being.

One of the key features of Origin Mattresses is their use of cutting-edge materials. The company’s mattresses are made with a range of high-performance foams and textiles, including memory foam, latex, and gel-infused materials. These materials work together to provide a supportive and comfortable sleep surface, reducing pressure points and promoting proper spinal alignment. In addition, Origin Mattresses are made with eco-friendly materials, making them a smart choice for those who are environmentally conscious.

Another benefit of Origin Mattresses is their design. The company’s mattresses are designed to provide a great sleeping experience, with a focus on comfort, support, and durability. With a range of models to choose from, including memory foam, latex, and hybrid options, there is a mattress to suit the needs of every sleeper.

In addition to their high-quality mattresses, Origin Mattress is also dedicated to making a positive impact on people’s lives. The company is committed to sustainability, using eco-friendly materials and practices throughout the production process. Additionally, Origin Mattress partners with a range of organizations to support communities and promote healthy sleep.

Origin Mattress is a brand that is dedicated to providing high-quality and comfortable sleep solutions. With a focus on innovation, sustainability, and design, Origin Mattress is making a positive impact on people’s lives by helping them get a better night’s sleep. Whether you’re looking for a memory foam, latex, or hybrid mattress, Origin Mattress has a solution that is sure to meet your needs and exceed your expectations. You can get a great deal on your Origin matrress with an Origin Mattress coupon.
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                Foot traffic a big concern for retailers
            

        

        
            As the pandemic worsens, the foot traffic to retail stores rises. However, the recovery is not yet clear, and this is a strong indicator of the industry’s direction. Though visits were limited during the first few months of the year, the sector has started to see a steady recovery.

During the pandemic, people avoided going to grocery stores and superstores due to the decreased foot traffic. Since vaccines became widely available, many people have bought their groceries online.

The number of superstores declined in the second half of 2019, largely due to the Thanksgiving and Black Friday week sales decline. The category also experienced a few low lifts due to the changing nature of the business.

During the pandemic, almost every major grocery store and superstore had an offering similar to or better than Amazon.com or Walmart.com. This will likely stay in high demand even if in-store traffic declines.

The rise of online shopping has made apparel the ideal target for consumers who are cutting back on in-store purchases. This could mean that the sector will never fully recover from its pre-pemic conditions.

Despite the sector’s desperate state, the overall segment will still be resilient in 2022 as it continues to deal with the effects of COVID shifts and supply chain concerns.

The category is evolving, and as a result, people will continue to shop for brands and products. However, they won’t reach pre-plunging levels.

During the pandemic, the fitness industry has also changed immensely, with brands like Nike, Under Armour, and Adidas gaining momentum as consumers started adopting the idea of home exercise.

This decline in traffic is most likely caused by the fear of continuing with Covid-19. It is now trending positive, with last week’s gain marking the first positive week since 2019.

The slow recovery in traffic for apparel and fitness shows that consumers are no longer looking for physical goods as much as they used to. This is also one of the reasons why many malls are reimaging and diversifying their offerings to attract more physical retailers.

The drop in foot traffic has seen shoppers go online to stores like The Iconic. The Iconic have a wide range of products and you can save with a The Iconic discount code.
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                PayPal enteres Buy Now Pay Later
            

        

        
            PayPal is trying to take the steam out of the leaders in the Buy Now Pay Later (BNPL) market by introducing it’s own Buy Now Pay Later product which will be a pay in 4 option. This pay in 4 option will allow customers to pay four interest free payments with no fees for late payments. This is in contrast to other Buy Now Pay Later businesses who charge late fees.

This new product is a direct attack on the world’s largest Buy now Pay Later company, Afterpay who is estimated to make over $70 million a year from late fees last year and over $100 million this year. This figure has been rising over the years with more active users and new Buy Now Pay Later players entering the market.

Corporate regulators have not been happy with the fees charged buy the providers with the charges being seen as excessive or unnecessary in some cases. Investigations have shown that one in five people using the service miss one of their payments. Concerns around the target market of the providers are coming to the forefront with many of the younger generation using these payment schemes generally go without essentials to meet payment obligations.

Buy Now Pay Later is big business in Australia with transactions on the platform growing 90 percent over the last couple of years. Transaction numbers are well over 30 million.

To save when you shop online visit discountcode. You can save on shops like Gorman and with a Gorman discount code, you can get massive savings.
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                Telstra ditching live pass for AFL and NFL
            

        

        
            Telstra’s free AFL and NRL games for their mobile customers is no longer. Telstra has made the decision to cease streaming of AFL and NRL games and instead, offer discounted access to Foxtel’s Kayo Sports streaming service.

Many Telstra customers will be outraged that they will lose their free access to the AFL and NRL games as part of the plan so Telstra will need to do a convince customers to not vent. The product has been available to Telstra customers since 2014 and many customers will be disappointed that it will be removed.

The change comes as Telstra and Foxtel announced a new partnership where Kayo will take over Telstra’s NRL and AFL apps. This partnership is of no surprise considering Telstra owns a 35 per cent share of Foxtel with News Corp owning the remaining 65 per cent of the venture. To help boost the viewership and in turn, the value of Kayo it makes good business sense for Telstra to promote Kayo.

Telstra who were existing Live Pass customers will now be able to pay $5 a month for NRL or AFL with a Kayo discounted subscription. Those Telstra customers that do not have Live Pass will need to pay $15 a month.

Fortunately for Netball and A-League customers, they will still continue to get their free matches.

For a great deal on your Telstra mobile plans, use a Telstra coupon when you sign up.
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                Alcohol Reduction will improve your health
            

        

        
            Have you ever wondered what happens to your body with the consumption of alcohol? Australians love a good drink and some of us drink a few a week but some of us go way overboard and get drunk on a regular basis.

Giving up alcohol completely is generally not an option for many people however it has been researched that giving up alcohol does have some significant health benefits. Even if you don’t give it up completely, going dry for a month or so also has benefits.

Trying to convince people to go complete off alcohol is almost impossible and will likely receive backlash however asking them to give it up short term for big health benefits would be more palatable. Health experts want people to view alcohol so that the consumer is in control of what they want rather than alcohol being in control of them.

Drinking guidelines suggest that adults should not drink anymore than 10 standard drinks a week and no more than four drinks a day and survey results suggest that most people follow these guidelines.

Health experts have suggested reducing your alcohol consumption will have the following benefits. The first is an improvement in your quality of sleep with alcohol causing an imbalance in your REM and deep sleep. Reducing alcohol should increase the quality of your sleep as you ween off.

The second benefit is your sex life is likely to be greatly improved as Alcohol affects hormones and chemicals associated with arousal.

Don’t let this take away from yourself enjoying drinks. For great deals on craft beer, check out Craft Cartel Liquor and save money with a Craft Cartel Liquor Coupon code.
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